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Abstract

This study provides an analysis of the use of student response systems in undergraduate and postgraduate classrooms. Research was conducted utilising a qualitative analysis approach, grounding theories by reviewing related literature, interviewing lecturers and conducting class observation. The study was carried out over two consecutive trimesters, summer 2010 and first trimester of 2011, at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. By conducting this research it is hoped to help improving the quality of teaching. Within this study, it was determined that student response systems are useful for both engaging student and increasing their overall enjoyment of the class. The benefit of using student response systems in the classroom was also found to be dependent on preserving the novelty of the technology and keeping students' responses anonymous, by redesigning lecturers to have proper student response system questions in order to make the most out of the technology. Overall, this study determined that the decision whether or not to utilise student response systems in the classroom should be made based on the level of education of the class and its objectives, whether it is a lecture, tutorial or seminar, with clickers working best in large size, undergraduate classrooms.
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Introduction

Student response systems, also known as clickers, have been revolutionizing the ways in which teachers are able to get students to interact in their classrooms by engaging students with interactive tools in order to improve participation and learning. Research shows that students want technology incorporated into their learning environments (Mills & Douglas, 2004), such as digital projectors, sound systems or laptops for each student, which suggests that clickers should be used more often in the classroom as a tool for lecturers to get students more engaged in the material. Although a majority of the research performed on this topic suggested that clickers are of great benefit to students, this research paper will present alternative theories suggesting that clickers may not always be appropriate in every situation.

Clickers consist of individual remote controls for each student in the classroom that allows them to vote or answer multi choice questions that the teacher presents to the entire class. These responses are captured by a receiver, usually connected to a computer in the classroom, which contains software set up to collect the students’ responses and provides instant feedback regarding what answers were given by the participants.

Lecturers are often faced with the challenge of engaging diverse class audiences that can consist of over 200 students at various skill levels. Along with traditional approaches, like asking open questions and getting students into groups, student response systems have been used in these situations to help lecturers engaging larger portions of the class. A majority of the research performed on these tools has been conducted in these large learning environments, such as traditional University lecture halls. This research is unique because it focuses on classes of all sizes, both large and small, and explores the perceptions of lecturers who believe that student response systems are not beneficial in every class size or every class topic.

This research aims to find the best practices of using student response systems in the classroom and explores the different motivations that lecturers have for using them. The data will be gathered through the use of one on one
interviews and class observation, taking in insights from lecturers, tutors, and the students in the classroom. This method of data collection differs from most studies that have researched clicker technology, which approached the topic using quantitative methodologies, resulting in findings which typically supporting the use of clickers. During these interviews, it was revealed that not every lecturer is ready to use student response systems just yet. Data collected for this project determined certain lecturers favour more traditional teaching methodologies, the results of which were also studied in this research to provide a broader understanding of when clickers are most appropriate and how to make the best use of them. In addition to presenting data about when clickers are not appropriate for the classroom, this paper will suggest future methods to ensure that lecturers are getting the most out of the technology when it is utilized.
Literature Review

What Are Clickers?

Clicker technology, also referred to as electronic or student response systems, has been of great aid for lecturers who aim to engage students to more actively participate. Because clicker technology allow participation anonymously, students do not care as much about being incorrect, as compared to normal participation like raising hands or speaking up (Martyn, 2007). Clicker technology has been tested in the classroom since early 1970s (Casanova, 1971) in more recent studies is often described as being similar to the one used by the audience in popular TV show “Who Wants to be a Millionaire” (Stuart, Brown, & Draper, 2004, p. 95).

Acceptance of clickers has been identified to be dependent on the generation within which the audience, who in typical studies are students, belongs (Hwang & Wolfe, 2010). Students from Generation Y, which includes people born within the mid 1970s and early 2000s, make up a majority of the participants in past research, are more likely to be accepting of clickers because of their technological nature. This is because students from this generation are characterised as having a dependency of technology such as iPods, text messaging and other various technological gadgets. Moreover, these students often have a desire for instant gratification, which clickers can provide if the professor configures them to do so, allowing for students to have an overall increased enjoyment of the lecture (Hwang & Wolfe, 2010). Students from Generation Y also tend to prefer active learning to passive learning, with studies determining that by engaging students in activities during lectures, they are able to improve a student’s ability to learn a subject (Crossgrove & Curran, 2008).

Although many studies have found that clickers are beneficial to the classroom, “like any technology, these systems are intrinsically neither good nor bad; they can be used skilfully or clumsily, creatively or destructively” (Wood, 2004, p. 796). Because clicker acceptance has been attributed to particular characteristics of students from the Generation Y, it is debatable if
students outside this generation will benefit as much from the technology. Preszler, Dawe, Shuster and Shuster (2007) found that older students from higher levels of academia did not have as positive opinions about the use of clickers as students in lower education levels. This raises the question regarding to how long can clickers remain appealing to students and if it will be a worthwhile investment for education institutions in the long term.

Purposes of Using Clickers

In past research, lecturers have been found to combine creativity and pedagogy to create effective, innovative and entertaining clicker sessions. This is done in order to “compensate for the passive, one-way communication inherent in lecturing and the difficulty students experience in maintaining sustained concentration” (Caldwell, 2007, p. 11). This can include engaging students in discussion, assisting with preparation, and even rating professors on their current performance.

Clickers have been found to increase interaction between students by asking questions that are aimed at starting or focusing discussion (Caldwell, 2007). This can be accomplished by requiring students to interact with their peers after voting and then recollecting votes after they have debated to see if any students have changed their minds (Caldwell, 2007). Another method described by one studied noted that professors would use questions which contained multiple correct answers or only partially correct answers in order to prompt discussion (Burnstein & Lederman, 2001). Lecturers can also diagnose the understanding of material within the lecture using clickers, which can reveal students’ misunderstanding of the material in the most appropriate moment. This functionality allows lecturers to go over the topic again from a different point of view or in a different level of detail and depth in an effort to correct this misunderstanding (Wood, 2004). This is not only helpful for the lecturer by providing them feedback to improve future lectures, but also provides information for students, since it allows them to assess their own level of understanding compared to the rest of the class (Halloran, 1995).

Another common use of clickers is to assess student preparation. In cases that require reading or homework in order to move on to the next topic,
lecturers are able to ask questions regarding these assessments and are able to make use of the instant feedback to decide whether to move on to the next topic (Knight & Wood, 2005). Using clickers for quizzes enable lecturers to get all the benefits of a normal quiz but saving time in reviewing and getting the results instantaneously. “Quiz questions typically check whether students are paying attention taking good notes, preparing for class or labs, keeping up with homework, actively thinking, able to recall material from previous lectures” (Caldwell, 2007, p. 11).

Caldwell (2007) found some other uses of clickers such as, practicing problems of math, chemistry, engineering or physics; to guide thinking, review for a test and to conduct experiments. Clickers can also be used as a clapper to monitor whether students understand the topic being explained during the duration of a lecture. This is accomplished by setting up a clicker question, such as “Are you confused by the current topic?” which is displayed whilst the lecture happens, allowing students to respond at any time (Cutts, Kennedy, Mitchell, & Draper, 2004). Parson and DeLucia (2005) used clickers for “differentiated instruction” to track the level of understanding and progress in a class with unevenly distributed abilities, allowing them to better understand students’ learning profiles, interest and readiness.

The use of clickers provides necessary feedback on students’ progress and helps the instructor to focus on difficult concepts via facilitating meaningful interactions. (Milner-Bolotin, Antimirova, & Petrov, 2010). Wood (2004) reported in his study an example of how a lecturer can be amazed with the instant results while using clicker:

For me, this was a moment of revelation. I was not so much disappointed by the result as elated by the realization that for the first time in over 20 years of lecturing I knew, on the spot (rather than after the next mid-term examination), that over half the class didn’t get it. (p. 797)
Benefits of Using Clickers

Evidence has shown that students remember only 20 to 25 per cent of the information that lecturers present to them, with the first 15 to 20 minutes of class being the most productive (Burns, 1985). In addition, Caldwell (2007) found that the longest time students report to comfortably undergo continuous lecture is between 20 to 30 minutes. Therefore, it seems that in order to maximize the benefit of the entire allotted time for the lecture, time could be better spent in activities other than lecturing, such as peer instruction, problem solving or responding questions using clickers. It was determined by Caldwell (2007) that periodic breaks might help relieve student fatigue and allow them to endure longer lectures.

Evidence shows that students who engage interactively with each other and the instructor in the classroom learn concepts better, retain them longer, and can apply them more effectively in other contexts than do students who sit passively listening, perhaps taking notes for future memorisation in preparation for an exam (Handelsman et al., 2004). Given that clicker is a tool for engaging students interactively, researchers have assumed that clicker would improve their learning.

One benefit of using clickers in the classroom noted by Stuart, Brown and Draper (2004) was that more students self-reported their willingness to engage in clicker sessions because of the anonymity allowed in those sessions. Many studies agree that clickers increase class participation because students' responses are anonymous; participation rate is usually close to 100 per cent (Nelson & Hauck, 2008; Stowell & Nelson, 2007). Anonymity has been found to influence levels of participation in groups of students using computer mediated systems (Connolly, Jessup, & Valacich, 1990). Studies have also found that students are more honest about their answers when using clickers to participate in the classroom, because they are unable to be socially influenced if they do not know the correct answer (Stowell & Nelson, 2007). This phenomenon was also shown in a study performed by Burke Da Silva, Wood and Menz (2007) who found that a class that did not use clickers had more students that responded incorrectly to
questions in class, as opposed to typical voting by students raising their hands.

Although many studies have found that utilising technologies, which allow the participants to be anonymous, improves participation, this increased participation is not always linked to improved performance. Valacich et al. (1992) found that when studying groups of students utilising group decision support systems, which operate in a similar fashion to clickers, that anonymity was not correlated to the performance of the student. Conversely, in a different study, group size was found to increase students’ performance when using idea-generation systems, although groups size has been found to correlate to perceived anonymity by group members (Evans, 1979).

However, Caldwell (2007) also questions if the benefits of using clickers are thanks to the alteration of teaching methods as opposed to the use of clickers themselves, relating this to the “Hawthorne Effect”. This phenomenon occurs when subjects being observed as part of an experiment change their behaviour simply because they are being studied (Jones, 1992).

**Disadvantages of Using Clickers**

Although clickers have been found to improve participation in the classroom, not all studies believe they are appropriate for every teaching situation. For example, there is still a prevalent view among teachers that the main goal of the upper-level courses is to “cover the material,” and using clickers reduces the amount of time available for direct lecturing while increasing the amount of class preparation time, because creating effective clicker questions is challenging and time consuming (Beatty, Gerace, Leonard, & Dufresne, 2006). Keogh & Wang (2010) also found concerns from faculty members who wondered if the novelty of using clickers could wear off, forcing them to replace the technology before it had provided enough value.

Set up time is another issue that faculty members brought up when discussing using clickers in the classroom, especially when used for the first time (Keogh & Wang, 2010). Others voiced concerns regarding who would finances the clickers when first being brought into a University, with Keogh
and Wang (2010) finding that they work best when initially financed by the institution and having students pay for them only if they lose them. This view is further supported by Immerwahr (2009), who sees potential problems if students are given the responsibility of buying and bringing to class the clickers.

Not only were lecturers concerned about whether clickers would be appropriate for their classrooms, especially at higher levels, but students have also reported mixed feelings about the technology. One study found that students have expressed that clickers would be even better if used for assessment at some level, which would imply losing anonymity to the lecturer (Keogh & Wang, 2010). Another study performed by Milner-Bolotin et al. (2010) found that the most common complaint from students, when asked about the use of clickers in the classroom was that class attendance being rewarded by recording the answers which were given by students. These two studies make it clear that students are unsure about what are the best practices for using clickers in the classroom, whether they should be used simply as a way to increase participation, or whether they should be used as a tool for assessing student understanding of material.

Improved Learning?

Since the early implementation of clickers took place, researchers have been trying to justify the use of this technology as means to improve students’ learning and studying whether it affects students’ anxiety towards specific subjects (Brown, 1972). Many studies have tried to find a link between the use of clickers and improved learning, typically by comparing two classes using clickers as the dependent variable and evaluating students’ performance in the exams. In a study conducted by Stuart et al (2004) student learning did not increase merely by clicker use, determining that “student learning depends on pedagogy; yet, technology can enhance delivery mode” (Hwang & Wolfe, 2010, p. 276).

Other studies have found a variety of different results as to whether clickers can be attributed to improved learning and exam performance. Preszler et al. (2007) found that clickers increased exam performance.
Studies have also been performed which found no link between the use of clickers in the classroom and performance when comparing results of exams and quizzes (Martyn, 2007; Stowell & Nelson, 2007). Regardless of what results were discovered when attempting to link exam performance to clicker use, all studies determined that the main benefit of using clickers is not increased performance in exam results, but providing a tool which helps to increase participation, interaction, and discussion while also increasing overall material retention and class enjoyment (Caldwell, 2007; Hoffman & Goodwin, 2006).

Despite the literature regarding the effectiveness of clickers as a tool for improving the learning of material, clickers have been found to have a direct effect on student's perceptions of the classroom. Studies have shown that clickers improved students perceived performance in the course, exam preparation, learning, and interest in the lecture (Nelson & Hauck, 2008). Nelson and Hauck (2008) also found a direct correlation between the use of clickers and students perceived learning, despite little evidence to support this belief. Studies have also linked increased enjoyment of the lecture to the presence of clickers (Stowell & Nelson, 2007). Whether or not clickers improve learning, they shift the lecturing approach, making the class more dependant on the students than on the lecturer (Trees & Jackson, 2007). In order for clickers to be successful in the classroom, it is important that lecturers need to understand and accept this shift in approach to allow students to fully appropriate the technology.

**Appropriation of the Technology**

Adaptive structuration theory, based on Anthony Giddens' structuration theory, helps explain the various ways that users utilise technology, and how external factors affect development of different uses of technology. Adaptive structuration theory focuses on social structures, which are rules and resources provided by technologies such as clickers, and institutions like a University as the basis of human activity (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994). The theory proposes that there are structures in technology and when technology is combined with manual procedures, it creates new structures within the
technology. These new structures offered by technology “must be blended with existing organisational practices, radical behaviour change takes time to emerge, and in some cases may not occur at all” (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994, p. 142).

Utilising clickers in the best possible way requires set up and manipulation of the software and hardware that give shape to a clicker system, thus creating what DeSanctis and Poole (1994) define as structures in action. The setup of the system allows lecturers to innovate or be creative; potentially they could turn the system into a successful tool or into an annoyance for the class. Orlikowski (1992) proposed that it is not technology that determine behaviour, rather people generate social constructions of technology utilising resources, and norms embedded in an institutional context. Lecturers work within their pedagogical framework which if furthermore guided by the vision of the institution that they work at, thus both generate social constructions of clickers.

Adaptive structuration theory, points out the broad range of possibilities that lecturers have when using clickers, to fight creatively the threats of the novelty wearing-off. Most importantly, adaptive structuration theory states that perceptions that users have about technology vary widely between different groups, thus clicker implementation and use is expected to be different in every educational institution, faculty, course level and with every lecturer.

Best Practices

Better pedagogy is possible by using technology only when it is aligned with a lecturers educational philosophy and beliefs (Beatty, 2004). For clickers to be effectively used within the classroom, lecturers should not mistake the benefits of the technology to shape and improve their pedagogy with clickers perceived ability to provide an entirely new teaching theory. Beatty (2004) found that a good approach is giving up control to students, letting them interpret the question rather than attempting to influence their interpretation. Zhu (2007) also recommends that when lecturers create clickers specific questions that they ensure they create wrong answers that seem plausible to students to prevent them from easily eliminating wrong answers.
Although questions which utilise clickers often appear as multiple choice, their scope can be greatly expanded by using questions which have multiple correct answers, or are simply used to gauge opinions, unlike those typically used in quizzes which are used to judge student performance. Beatty (2004) found that using clicker questions which allow students to discuss with their peers after answering the question, but before revealing the right answer, allows students to change their minds and think more critically about the questions being asked. Clicker questions have to be crafted with an understanding of the medium and utilise meta-communication, challenging students to think deeply about the questions instead of focusing on quick responses (Beatty, 2004). By utilising this method of teaching, lecturers are able to differentiate between students’ knowledge of jargon and their understanding of concepts (Zhu, 2007). While lecturers will want to make the questions challenging for the students, they need to be aware that increasing the difficulty of clicker questions will also increase the cognitive load, which can cause the opposite of the desired effect of utilising clickers by reducing student’s retention (Wieman, 2007).
Methodology

Clicker technology have been utilised in the classroom for years, yet the practices that allow lecturers to make the most out of the technology have not been extensively explored. This research aims to determine what are the best practices and benefits of using clickers in the classroom as a tool, for improving teaching, focusing on classrooms that had been previously ignored by other studies, such as those that are smaller or of a higher level of education.

This research was conducted using the qualitative analysis approach of Grounded Theory, which emphasises on “the generation of theory and the data in which that theory is grounded” (Glaser, 1978). The theories inducted utilising this approach are grounded in observations or data gathered from sources such as, review of records, one on one interviews and surveys.

By gathering lecturers’ perceptions and thoughts about clickers in detail and by observing classes that use the technology, this research will seek to determine the best practices and benefits of using clickers. By utilizing a qualitative approach, this study is able to get a much deeper understanding regarding lecturers and students’ perceptions of clickers, including why and how they are being used in the classroom. This will be done by taking notes of reactions and interactions during classroom observations, and by recording and transcribing the interviews. Both of these methods will allow for a thorough and detailed analysis of the data needed to apply Grounded Theory to a research topic. As stated by Glaser (1978), Grounded Theory involves intensively “analysing data, often sentence by sentence, or phrase by phrase of the field note, interview, or other document; by ‘constant comparison’ data are extensively collected and coded”.

Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand has successfully implemented clickers as part of its information technology strategy (UTDC, 2010). Clicker technology is available for most lecturers as they request it, while the University is in an on-going process to increase the number of lecture theatres and seminar rooms enabled to carry out a clicker session.
Many lecturers of different disciplines at Victoria University of Wellington have used clicker technology, but during the course of this research it is the first time lecturers were interested in having tutors utilising clickers in their classrooms. There were also lectures scheduled during this period, which will provide insights of their experience with using clickers in the classroom. Therefore, the lecturers, tutors and the classes taught at Victoria University provide an ideal sample to be researched in order to achieve the objectives of this study.
Data Collection

The data for this research was gathered by conducting interviews with lecturers from Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand, who had previously used clickers within their classroom environments. These interviews were conducted on one on one basis using a Dictaphone to record their answers, which were later transcribed for further analysis. Five separate interviews were conducted to record the lecturer’s thoughts about what they found most successful about using clickers as a learning tool for their lectures, and where they found the technology to be lacking in its application. The lecturers used clickers in classes of Accounting, Tourism in New Zealand, Commercial Law and a workshop about clickers. Two interviews were also conducted with lecturers who chose not to utilise clickers in their classrooms in order to explore the knowledge they had about the technology and what reasons were given for not using them.

In addition to one on one interviews, class observations were also conducted in two lectures, Business Application Programming, an undergraduate classroom, and Research Methods, a postgraduate class. In the former, the observation was conducted from the back of the classroom paying attention to student response to using clickers. For the postgraduate classroom, students were not only observed using the clickers, but were first introduced and trained on what clickers were and how to use them. After this training was conducted, the students were then observed from the front of the classroom, in a similar fashion to the method used in Business Application Programming. In addition to the observations conducted on lecturers, class observations were also carried out over the course of fourteen tutorials of INFO101, an introductory course to fundamental concepts of computer-based information systems acquisition and use. These tutorials were all observed during the same week, with the same material presented to students in order to remove variability that comes with presenting different material to different classrooms of students. The tutorials were fifty minutes session divided in two main sections; the first one reviewed the submissions sheets that students
had to complete for the tutorial and the second section had a ten-question quiz that students responded to with clickers.

In addition to the data gathered from observing the students within the classroom as they interacted with clickers for the first time, observational data was also gathered on how tutors responded to the technology. All the tutors were previously unfamiliar with using clickers as an instructor, and were provided a one-time training of 30 minutes before the tutorials began. The responses to this training were recorded for analysis, as well as how tutors responded to the use of this technology in the classroom in order to provide as much information about the reception to the technology as possible.
Findings

By analysing the notes taken while interviewing lecturers, the audio recorded, the transcriptions of key points of those interviews and the notes taken while observing in detail what occurred in the lectures and tutorials studied. The data provides insights of the use of clickers, how lecturers and tutors use clickers in their classrooms, what their concerns are about using the technology without losing its effectiveness, what the benefits of using them are, what makes them effective, reasons for not using them in particular types of classes and the issues that can occur when utilising them.

Novelty of the Technology

In the observation of 14 tutorials of INFO101, tutors and students showed excitement when first presented with the clickers, as the technology was new to most of the students in the class. Despite the excitement, lecturers expressed the need to ensure that clickers are not overused in the classroom, causing them to lose their value and novelty. Lecturers as something to be considered when determining the most appropriate use for clickers also mentioned frequency of use. Lecturer C stated “my only reservation is that if everyone starts using clickers they’ll become bored of them”, further raising concerns regarding the technology losing its novelty. Lecturer interviewed A pointed out reservations on how students from newer generation would perceive clickers; they “may not see it as something novel”.

Despite these concerns regarding overuse of the technology, the most appropriate amount of use is mostly instinctual for each lecturer, as there is no agreed upon amount which is appropriate for all circumstances. Lecturer interviewed B said that she “wouldn’t have more than four questions in a class” whereas lecturer A stated that he would “introduce them two or three times in a class”. Tutors, who were very excited with their first experience of having a clicker session in the tutorials, expressed their willingness to using clickers in following trimesters and in more sessions.
Engagement and Participation

Engagement of students during the clicker session in the undergraduate tutorials was remarkably high; the percentage of answers received for was almost 100 per cent for every question asked, which contrasted the previously held tutorials where tutors had to work harder to get a single answer by students raising their hands. Tutors expressed that they would like to use the clickers in future tutorials. In addition to getting the students to participate more than they traditionally did without clickers, it was also noted that the amount of enjoyment that the students were having also increased. It was clear that students were more focused during the clicker session and that they were paying attention expectant for the results to show up on the screen. Most lecturers believe that clickers enhance student participation because of various reasons, such as its technological novelty and anonymity, they are interested in seeing the results immediately, students “like holding their phones, they like the technology and they like the fact that they could see how many had answered correctly” lecturer interviewed C.

The results observed in the postgraduate class were very positive, as students were also enthusiastic about the use of clickers and participation was 100 per cent for almost all questions. Also, engagement of postgraduate students was as high as the observed in tutorials and undergraduate classes.

Anonymity

One issue that was brought up by lecturers during the course of this research was whether using clickers for examination would be an appropriate use of the technology. Although some lecturers were interested in using the technology in this fashion, they also recognise anonymity as a key aspect that makes clickers enjoyable for students. It was mentioned that when using clickers anonymously “participation is around 90 per cent, but it would declined if they were not” lecturer interviewed A. Lecturer interviewed C also expressed hesitation at removing the anonymous nature of clickers, and does not think that assessing students using clickers is a good approach, pointing out practical difficulties, she stated that she “wouldn’t use [clickers] as an
actual test, because it’s easy to press the wrong button”. One lecturer, lecturer B, mentioned that if clickers are not used anonymously and they were used for marking instead, then students “would take [clickers] more seriously”. For lecturer interviewed D, anonymity would not affect participation levels, when asked about using clickers for evaluation, she said that “the response rate wouldn’t change” but more importantly for lecturers is the fact that “It changes the purpose of why you use [clickers], it becomes an assessment rather than a tool for improving students’ engagement”. In addition to the concerns of decrease in participation levels, lecturers also mentioned concerns regarding the logistical issues when using clickers not anonymously, because students would have to take the clickers with them when they left the classroom, and may forget to bring them back when they return for the next session.

While lecturer interviewed C thinks that clickers should not be used for assessment she also believes that clicker questions “should parallel what will be asked in the exam”, and that by doing this, students will realise the benefits of participation in clicker sessions. During the tutorials, one of the tutors asked to the class if they liked using clickers in the tutorial quiz and if they had any suggestions, to which most students responded that they liked using clickers and one student suggested that going over questions from previous exams with the clickers would be very helpful.

Tutors reported that they would want to assess results from the clicker responses. However, Victoria University of Wellington has decided to use clickers anonymously for all classes. Some tutors who used clickers in their classrooms, also asked students to write down their answers in the normal paper sheet they were used to using before, showing some scepticism and cautiousness as it was their first experience with clickers for all tutors. However, this lead to misleading results since students were able to see the correct answer on the screen after they voted, giving them just enough time to fill up the paper sheet with the correct answers instead of the answer they voted originally with the clicker.
Tutors decided to stop using the paper sheet in following tutorials, as they became more confident with the technology. Students, on the other hand, did not stop “cheating”, sometimes they were seen sharing their vote with their neighbour, by showing to them what button they were pressing, this suggests that for some students being anonymous to their classmates is not relevant.

Class Size

Another concern brought up during interviews was the size of the classroom in which clickers were being utilised. Lecturers tend to believe that clickers are more useful in large classes than in smaller classes, because it makes it easier to engage most of the students, whereas in a small class lecturers believe they are capable of handling the level of engagement. This is because they can see and reach most students. “I wouldn’t use it in a class of twenty, [because] I knew half their names” lecturer interviewed C. Lecturer interviewed D has a different estimation; she thinks clickers are suitable in classes with “anything more than fifty” students.

Despite lecturers believing that big classes are more appropriate for using clickers, the tutorials observed in this study had anywhere from 11 up to 30 students. By utilising clickers in smaller classrooms, it was observed that they were still able to provide the benefits of using them in large classrooms, especially in relation to increased engagement and participation. Even though students are easier to reach in smaller classes, it is usually the same students who speak up and clickers overcame this engaging the more quiet students.

Best Practices

The lecturers interviewed for this study were found to use clickers for a variety of different purposes, such as using the technology to get students to engage with their classmates, think critically about the ideas presented in class, and as a replacement for traditional paper-based quizzes. One of the benefits of clickers which was repeatedly brought up when discussing the value of the technology to the lecturers was the ability to make use of real-time feedback by making students talk to their neighbours when most of the
students missed the right answer, or having the lecturer explain the correct answer before moving on with the class.

Lecturers also reported that using clickers as a means of quizzing students fulfils the purpose of a quiz even better than a paper based one, while removing the hassle of marking the quizzes. If a quiz is aimed to provide lecturers with an overall view of the understanding the class has of a given topic, then a clicker based quiz will save time and will provide instant results. A similar approach is the one reported by lecturer interviewed B who used clickers at the “start the class by asking questions to review what they have been reading”, which is a useful way of assessing students learning and commitment to the class. Because using clickers in the classroom requires some preparation time, professor lecturer interviewed A reported in the interviews that he prefers to use clickers at the beginning of the class, focusing the rest of the class in lecturing. Other lecturers reported that using clickers within the lecture is also useful, as it allows them to assess students’ retention and understanding of the current topic.

In order to make the most of the clickers, lecturers reported that it takes time to properly create a clicker session. Lecturer Interviewed B stated that creating questions requires her to “intentionally think the questions I want to ask” as well as “being careful when phrasing the questions”. It takes time to “to reorganise your teaching” rather than “in the planning of the clicker” lecturer interviewed D. Lecturer interviewed B reported one innovative way of using clickers, where she would present questions to students that contain more than one answer which could be considered correct, and then explain which one is more appropriate out of the answers which could be given.

For the tutors, this was the first time that they were using clickers, and they were trained only in the technical aspects of clickers, but they did not receive any training on what the best practices are. Nevertheless, some best practices came naturally to some tutors, as soon as the feedback showed up on the screen some tutors explained those questions with lower percentage of correctness. It was also observed during the tutorials that when the majority of students responded to a question with the wrong answer, a few tutors
provided the class with the page number in the reference book. One disadvantage of this approach noticed in this research was that it became obvious identifying students who responded with the wrong answer, since they started taking notes of the page number. Some tutors, after conducting their first clicker session, started to gain more confidence and were seen mentioning to students what questions other classes got 100 per cent correct, challenging them and increasing excitement.

What to ask in a class using clickers is probably one of the biggest challenges a teacher has to go through when planning and designing a class that integrates the technology. Although clicker questions easily replaced paper based quizzes previously used in the tutorials observed, lecturers stated that challenging students with clicker questions is key to keep their attention. This does not mean asking impossible questions, but challenging them with more than one right answer paves the way to explaining why one answer is the best, helping to make the concept being taught as clear as possible. Before revealing which answer is the best it is helpful to get students to discuss with each other, make them vote again, and see how it affects their answers. Another approach taken by lecturers is to put as options plausible answers as good alternatives. Interestingly, during the postgraduate class observed, a student questioned the elaboration of one of the questions, it was asked what they thought others struggled the most when writing their research proposal, the student alleged that he could not answer the question because there is no way for him to know what other people think. The wording of the question can be debated, but the fact that postgraduates are more critical means that lecturers using clickers have to be conscious of the type of audience they are teaching.

It is very important for an education institution planning on using clickers to have a robust IT infrastructure because sluggish computers can ruin the experience, turning into a lecturers’ nightmare when trying to use clickers. At Victoria University of Wellington there are a limited number of clicker kits available that have to be scheduled and carried to each classroom, which adds logistic issues to using the technology in the classroom. For
example, in one of the tutorials observed the receiver was forgotten in one of the seminar rooms and it could not be used in the following tutorial.

**Issues**

It takes only an unexpected change of room to make the use of clickers problematic. During the training conducted with tutors who were preparing to use clickers for the first time, the room where the training was going to take place in was changed at the last minute to a room equipped with a projector, but no computer access, therefore making it impossible to properly complete the training. In addition to the problems encountered during the training sessions, in the first tutorial in which the clickers were utilized a software crash was encountered. This crash occurred when the timer set to progress the presentation slides was set to twenty seconds, while the slides containing clicker questions had its own timer set to thirty seconds. This caused the slide to change before the time had run out on the clicker question, causing the response gathering software to crash and rendering the clickers unusable for that specific tutorial. Encountering this issue during the first tutorial resulted in the tutor having diminished confidence on using the technology in the future and caused the students’ perception of the technology to be lowered, even though they knew it was a trial use of clickers. After the students had realized that the clicker started misbehaving, they took the clicker session less seriously then before the incident.

Although problems were encountered when implementing the clickers in the classroom for the first time, not all tutors were found to have difficulty with the technology. Tutors significantly younger than the lecturers interviewed in this research who had used clickers earlier as students, had no problems whatsoever using use the clickers as a tool to instruct the students in their classroom. The younger tutors, who were second and third year students themselves, were very optimistic about using the clickers even if they had technical issues, they were keen to finding a workaround, like the case mentioned earlier when a timer was set up in the presentation slides, the solution was pointed out by one of the tutors. Tutors were scheduled to receiving technical training on how to use clickers, but there was an
unexpected change of the room where the training would be conducted; the new room had no computer installed, thus the training had to be postponed to a just a day before the tutorials, yet tutors remained positive and were understanding of the circumstances.

**Reasons For Not Using Clickers in a Class**

In addition to the lecturers who decided that clickers were appropriate for use within their classroom, two senior lecturers decided to abstain utilising the technology during the research. In the interviews, these lecturers brought up three main factors that made them choose not to use clickers in their classes, the content of the material being taught in the class, the overall size of the class, and whether the class was at the undergraduate or postgraduate level of education.

The nature of a class varies depending on the subject and also its objectives, as a lecture and a tutorial have different objectives, the former where seen to be intended to teaching or presenting information to people about a particular topic and the latter where focused on interactively transferring knowledge. Moreover, lecturers have their own ways of teaching the material to the students, with clickers not being appropriate for the various styles. Therefore, it is comprehensible that not all lecturers believe that clickers are appropriate to be used in their class.

Among the reasons that were given for not using clickers in these specific instances, lecturers argue that the multi-choice nature of clickers truncates the possible answers, thus discouraging students from thinking creatively. Even when prompted about the possibility that clickers offer to create questions dynamically during the sessions, lecturers still viewed clickers as noise in the communication. One lecturer pointed out that when we are “learning how to do something practical will lend itself well to this technology, but trying to deal with something conceptually difficult, such as discussing the history of the payment systems in New Zealand, they may not be so appropriate.” Also supporting that the nature of the class is key when choosing to use clickers, lecturer interviewed F, who teaches two courses as part of the master of information management program said, “We are teaching
communication and critical thinking. We are training managers and there is no room for shy managers”.

Lecturers have to evaluate all tools and techniques available to use for each individual class, in small classes where face-to-face communication is possible, clickers might not bring any improvements to the teaching. According to lecturer interviewed F “Nothing has greater media richness than face-to-face communication. I can see the students’ body language, I can see their gestures, the degree of comfort or discomfort with anything, and I can get a very rich sense of where they are placed in terms of the topic being discussed”. Therefore using clickers as a gimmick will turn them into just “a poor substitute for face to face communication”.

Surprisingly, professors who instruct multiple lectures see clickers as a useful tool in some classes but not in others, depending on the topic and the level of the class. An undergraduate class better suits the use of clicker because students are being lectured to, whereas in a postgraduate class students are more actively involved in the learning process. In these postgraduate classes, students are encouraged to think critically and creatively about a case scenario or a topic and they are expected to contribute with their work experience. According to lecturer interviewed E “graduate students tend to be more vocal in the class” than undergraduate students, mainly because they can back up what they say with their experience, and do not require extra effort needed to engage them to participate. Although the literature accepts anonymity as one of the reasons for clicker success, anonymity might not be a desired response from “the kinds of students that I teach I would regard resorting to anonymity as a failure” lecturer interviewed F.

When inquired about other factors that influence making the decision of using clickers in the classroom, most lectures pointed out class size as being key, large classrooms are seen as more appropriate for using the technology. Even lecturers who were reluctant to use clickers in their classes, arguing that their classes were too small and that communication skills are key in postgraduate classes, see potential benefits of using clickers in large classes.
to overcome the practical difficulties of trying to communicate face to face with hundreds of students.
Discussion

This research aimed to explore how clicker technology is used in the classrooms at Victoria University of Wellington, and determine the best practices and benefits of using them as a teaching tool. The best practices and benefits of using clickers were inducted from analysing the interviews conducted to lecturers who had used them in the past and what was observed in the tutorials and lectures. Besides these two areas studied, other arguments arose from the information gathered, the technical issues that lecturers and tutors may face while using clickers and reservations of lecturers to use them in postgraduate or small classes.

The literature shows that measuring improved learning by analysing student exam results does not show strong links between the use of clickers and better students’ performance. The literature tends to be inclined to supporting clickers with optimistic hypothesis about improved learning and hoping for wider use within lectures. However most studies that have researched clickers, examined their use within a single type class or only one area of study, but without considering if the topic is appropriate or if the class will benefit from the use of clickers. As Adaptive Structuration Theory suggests, different appropriations and uses of clickers, which have not yet developed among lecturers could unleash different effects on students’ performance.

The clearest benefit of using clickers in the classroom is the increase in participation and engagement. All lecturers interviewed in in this research reported that clickers helped them engage students. This effect was also observed in the class observations, where the difference of engagement between the clicker session and the rest of the class was clear. The literature also shows conclusive results, as found by Banks (2006), Dangel (2008), Twetten et al. (2007) and others, clickers increase engagement of students, particularly in small classes as well as undergraduate classes.

There is not much data in the literature regarding the use of clickers in postgraduate classes and most of the studies were focused on researching
large classrooms (Caldwell, 2007; Hancock, 2010; Hwang & Wolfe, 2010; Patry, 2009; Trees & Jackson, 2007). In the class observations conducted in this research in a master’s level course, shows that clickers can be beneficial in postgraduate classes as well as undergraduate.

Data of this research shows that particularly postgraduate lecturers are very critical about how suitable clickers are within a Master level class where lectures are not content driven, but discussion based instead; lecturers expect students to participate and contribute from their own work experiences. Clickers in this case are seen as interference between lecturer-students communication. Lecturers who instruct at the postgraduate level reported being reluctant to use clickers in their class, as they believe that clickers would narrow the options for students and that they want students to be critical and creative about their answers. They like asking questions to the class that are open, even though participation will still not be near to 100 per cent. However it was observed in the research methods class that lecturers are able to create clicker questions dynamically the following way: an open question is asked to the class, answers are gathered, then all these answers are set up as choices of a clicker question, this way allowing everyone to respond even though they did not raise their hands or someone else already said his answer. Newer clicker systems are flexible enough to support this simple process (Bruff, 2007).

Regardless that engagement of students thanks to the use clickers has been attributed to students being part of the thumb generation (Immerwahr, 2009), it was observed that participation of postgraduate students when using clickers was 100 per cent for every question, but participation remained high throughout the whole class, therefore it is hard to attribute high levels of participation to the use of clickers in this case.

The set-up time of clickers was reported as time consuming by one lecturer interviewed, he overcomes this issue by having the clicker session at the beginning of the lecture. However, the literature suggests that having breaks within the class allow students to recover concentration (Caldwell, 2007), thus having the clicker session in the middle of the class could be a
good opportunity for having a break within the lecture. When set-up time is an issue, it was observed that it could be optimised depending on how the remotes are handed to students. At Victoria University of Wellington the clicker remotes are not taken home by the students, therefore they have to be handed to students in every class. In the Business Application Programming class, the lecturer located the clickers near the classroom’s entrance so students can pick them up before they take their seats. Some tutors thought that handing the clickers before the quiz session, which was at the end of the tutorial, would distract students from the content being reviewed earlier.

Tutors, who were familiar with information systems, were very alert to any possibility of the software freezing or crashing. Assuming that tutors are more technological savvy than lecturers, as they are from newer generations, they seemed to be prepared to take action in case anything went wrong. The clicker software crashed in two out of the 14 tutorials observed. The most significant consequence from this technical issue is that students seemed to take the clicker session less seriously. Previous studies have taken for granted that clicker technology is mature enough and that it will work as expected, however complex information technology infrastructure within institutions do not allow making this assumptions, further research is needed in this area, since it affects the students’ perceptions and lecturers or tutors confidence of using clickers in the classroom.

Given all the benefits of using clickers in the classroom, a lecturer still has to evaluate each individual class if it is pedagogically right to use them. Nevertheless, this research and the literature agree that one of the keys to successfully using clickers is keeping the answers anonymous, as most benefits of using clickers are dependant on this.

**Limitations of the Research**

This research was conducted at Victoria University of Wellington, taking a small number of classes as a sample of study. Therefore, the findings presented herein may be influenced by factors unmeasured in this study, such as New Zealand’s education system and culture, the implementation of clicker technology at the University or other variables unique to the studied sample.
This research only applied Adaptive Structuration Theory to analyse the use of clickers in the classroom, however other theories could be more appropriate for this, therefore more study in this area is needed.

Implications

Clicker systems are assumed to work seamlessly in most studies, however this study found that, as with any other information system, this is not always the case and the impact in lecturers, tutors and students’ attitude towards the tool vary drastically when the system does not work as expected. Therefore appropriation of the technology will be affected as well as willingness to use clickers in the future.

Event though clickers are not as complex as other information systems like a group decision support system (GDSS), it is still worthwhile studying the implications of appropriation of technology applying existing theories such as adaptive structuration theory or actor-network theory because there is a lack of research in this area.

This research has found discrepancies in perceptions of the usefulness of clickers in small classes between young tutors and more experienced lecturers. The latter were sceptical of using clickers in small classes that they could reach students directly whereas tutors showed enthusiasm for using clickers in the small tutorials. Perhaps the belief that clickers are mostly suited for large classes does not apply for tutorials, because of the tutors’ lack of pedagogical training and experience. More research is needed to identify implication of using clickers in different levels of education, undergraduate and postgraduate. It is also needed more education regarding the usefulness of clickers in different types of classes, lectures, seminars and tutorials, because they have different teaching objectives, which may not benefit from using clickers.
Conclusion

This study sought to examine the use of clickers in classrooms which had been previously ignored by other studies, such as those that are smaller or of a higher level of education, in order to find the best practices and benefits of using as a teaching tool. Through the use of one on one interviews and observing lectures and tutorials, evidence was gathered as to what applications were the most successful and provided insights into which practices were best. It was determined that clickers increase engagement and enjoyment of students in classrooms that had been previously overlooked in past studies of this technology. These two benefits were also found to be highly dependent on keeping students’ answers anonymous, thus it is recommended not to use clickers as an assessment tool. This research also found that it is best to allocate specific time to elaborate clicker questions, which are challenging for students, as opposed to migrating questions crafted for different uses. Although no specific number of clicker questions was determined to be the most appropriate, it can be deducted that clicker questions should be around six per session.

This study found that although clickers are beneficial to improving participation, they are not always appropriate in every teaching situation. Several key factors were brought up during this study as important to consider before implementing clickers in the classroom, such as the topic being discussed, the education level of the class, and whether the class is a discussion or lecture based. Class size was also brought up during this study as a factor that can affect the successful deployment of clickers, but the observations conducted did not support this assumption as classes of all sizes observed the same reactions to the technology.

Even though links between improved learning and the use of clickers remain uncertain, the increased engagement and student participation are more than sufficient benefit, both for students and lecturers, which justify the use of clickers in certain classroom situations. After using clickers for the first time and despite the minor technical issues that tutors had to face, they expressed their enthusiasm to using clickers permanently and more frequently
in upcoming tutorials. Lecturers who have used clickers in their classrooms previously expressed also enthusiasm to continue utilising clickers in the future.
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